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Abstract

Brain cognitive functions arise through the coordinated activity of several brain regions, which

actually form complex dynamical systems operating at multiple frequencies. These systems of-

ten consist of interacting subsystems, whose characterization is of importance for a complete un-

derstanding of the brain interaction processes. To address this issue, we present a technique,

namely the bispectral Pairwise Interacting Source Analysis (biPISA), for analyzing systems of

cross-frequency interacting brain sources when multichannel electroencephalographic (EEG) or

magnetoencephalographic (MEG) data are available. Specifically, the biPISA allows to identify

one or many subsystems of cross-frequency interacting sources by decomposing the antisymmet-

ric components of the cross-bispectra between EEG or MEG signals, based on the assumption

that interactions are pairwise. Thanks to the properties of the antisymmetric components of the

cross-bispectra, biPISA is also robust to spurious interactions arising from mixing artifacts, i.e.

volume conduction or field spread, which always affect EEG or MEG functional connectivity es-

timates. This method is an extension of the Pairwise Interacting Source Analysis (PISA), which

was originally introduced for investigating interactions at the same frequency, to the study of

cross-frequency interactions. The effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated in simulations for

up to three interacting source pairs, and for real MEG recordings of spontaneous brain activity.

Simulations show that the performances of biPISA in estimating the phase difference between the

interacting sources are affected by the increasing level of noise rather than by the number of the

interacting subsystems. The analysis of real MEG data reveals an interaction between two pairs

of sources of central mu and beta rhythms, localizing in the proximity of the left and right central

sulci.

PACS numbers: 05.45.Tp, 87.19.le, 87.85.Ng, 89.75.Hc16
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I. INTRODUCTION17

Synchronization is a phenomenon which is ubiquitous in nature, playing a fundamental18

role in many different branches of science such as physics, chemistry, biology, engineering19

and mechanics, medicine and life sciences, ecology, sociology, or even in fine arts [1–3].20

Synchronization is possible if at least two elements are coupled, but it much more often21

involves multiple, even thousands of subsystems that interact with each other, typically in a22

nonlinear fashion. Increasingly the characterization of the collective behavior displayed by23

interacting components is of importance for understanding and ultimately designing systems24

[4–6].25

A striking example of such large and complex systems with synchronous dynamical com-26

ponents is the human brain. Indeed, phase synchronization of oscillatory brain activity27

has been recognized to play a central role in neuronal communication both at local and28

large scale, possibly serving as a mechanism to regulate the integration and flow of cogni-29

tive contents on fast timescales relevant to behavior [e.g. 7–11]. Indeed, phase coupling has30

been observed in multiple defined frequency bands, i.e. from ∼ 1 Hz to 150 Hz, and has31

been shown to feature strong condition specific modulations while being less constrained by32

structural coupling [11]. Furthermore, high frequency coupling (e.g. gamma band range)33

seems to regulate local synchronization within neuronal assemblies, whereas the interplay34

between different neuronal pools is served by the synchronization at lower frequency ranges35

[12]. In addition, the building blocks defined by distinct frequencies can give rise to a more36

sophisticated coupling structure through the interactions between different frequencies, i.e.37

cross-frequency phase synchronization. This type of interaction has been shown to serve as38

carrier mechanism for the integration of spectrally distributed processing [13–16], providing39

a plausible physiological mechanism for linking activity that occurs at different temporal40

rates.41

In the above context, the development of methods for the detection of phase synchro-42

nization from the electrophysiological correlates of neuronal activity measured by noninva-43

sive techniques, such as electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG),44

plays a key role for investigating brain cognition and behavior. While the majority of meth-45

ods developed so far have focused on the synchronization between neuronal oscillations at46

the same frequency or within the same frequency band [e.g. 8, 17–23], in the recent years,47
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an increasing interest has been devoted to the development of methods for the detection of48

cross-frequency synchronization, including measures for the estimation of the n:m phase-49

locking [24–26] and bispectral measures [16, 27–31]. This paper aims to contribute in the50

latter direction, addressing methodological concerns which are often overlooked when es-51

timating cross-frequency couplings using EEG or MEG. The major challenge is that the52

data are largely unknown mixture of the activities of brain sources and thus it is of funda-53

mental importance to separate genuine interactions from mixing artifacts [17, 20, 32, 33].54

Indeed, MEG and EEG sensor level interaction might be severely biased by mixing effects55

[18, 34] which artificially enhance the degree of coupling between channels independently of56

the actual interactions between brain sources. Although source localization methods may57

attenuate these effects, it is important to note that the unmixing of the sources is never58

perfect, and thus mixing artifacts are never completely abolished, even in the source space59

[33, 35].60

To deal with the problem of mixing artifacts in relation to the use of bispectral measures,61

in Chella et al. [36] we suggested to use the antisymmetric components of cross-bispectra62

between sensor recordings, inasmuch as these quantities cannot be generated by the superpo-63

sition of independent sources and, thus, necessarily reflect genuine cross-frequency coupling.64

In that paper, we also proposed a fit based procedure for identifying the sources of the65

observed antisymmetric components of cross-bispectra, relying on an interaction model con-66

sisting of two neuronal sources. Despite the promising results obtained with the two-source67

model, the brain interaction dynamic requires, in general, more elaborated models. Indeed,68

the brain cognitive functions arise through the concerted activity of multiple brain regions,69

which actually form complex dynamical systems. Often, these systems consist of interacting70

subsystems, whose characterization is of importance for a complete understanding of the71

interaction processes.72

To address this issue, in this paper we extend the Pairwise Interacting Source Analysis73

(PISA), originally developed by Nolte et al. [37] with the aim of estimating multiple sources74

interacting at a given frequency, to the decomposition of cross-frequency interactions as75

observed by the antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectra.76

The paper is organized as follows. Section II includes the method description. Specifi-77

cally, subsections II A and II B introduce the definition and properties of the antisymmetric78

components of cross-bispectra, and subsection II C presents the theory for the extension of79
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the Pairwise Interacting Source Analysis to the antisymmetric components of cross-bispectra80

(namely the biPISA approach). Section III describes the simulation-based assessment of the81

proposed method and an example of application to the analysis of real MEG data. A general82

discussion on the method and the results presented in this study is given in section IV. Final83

conclusions are drawn in section V.84

II. METHODS85

The biPISA approach is an extension of the Pairwise Interacting Source Analysis (PISA)86

[37] to the study of cross-frequency brain interactions through bispectral analysis of EEG87

or MEG signals. In analogy to PISA, biPISA allows to identify systems of interacting brain88

sources under the following assumptions: (i) the interactions are pairwise; and (ii) the num-89

ber of interacting sources is not greater than the number of EEG or MEG recording channels.90

In biPISA, these two basic assumptions lead to a special model for the antisymmetric compo-91

nents of the cross-bispectrum in the same way in which they do, in PISA, for the imaginary92

part of the cross-spectrum. Being related to statistics of different orders, namely the biPISA93

to cross-bispectra (3rd order) and the PISA to cross-spectra (2nd order), the two methods94

investigate different types of phase synchronization in brain oscillatory activity: biPISA is95

sensitive to the synchronization of the phases of oscillatory components at different frequen-96

cies, while PISA is sensitive to the synchronization of the phases of oscillatory components97

at the same frequency in each interacting system. For the reader interested in technical98

details of PISA we refer to the original publication [37], whereas the theory for biPISA is99

presented below.100

A. Theoretical background for antisymmetric bispectral measures101

We start by recalling some basic definitions and properties of bispectral analysis. Given102

the timeseries recorded at three EEG or MEG channels, say i, j and k, without loss of103

generality assumed to be zero-mean, and denoting by xi(f), xj(f) and xk(f) their complex-104

valued Fourier transforms at frequency f , the cross-bispectrum can be estimated as [38]105

Bijk(f1, f2) = 〈xi(f1)xj(f2)x∗k(f1 + f2)〉 (1)
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where ∗ means the complex conjugation and 〈·〉 denotes taking the expectation value, i.e. the106

average over a sufficiently large number of signal realizations (or segments). The frequency of107

x∗k was set to f1 +f2 because all other choices lead to vanishing bispectra for spontaneous or108

task related data as it will be shown in appendix A. The cross-bispectrum is a measure of the109

synchronization between the phases in channels i and j at two possibly different frequencies,110

φi(f1) and φj(f2), with respect to the phase in channel k at a third frequency which is the111

sum of the other two, φk(f3), such that f3 = f1 + f2. Synchronization essentially means the112

coordination of phases in such a way that the generalized phase difference φi(f1) + φj(f2)−113

φk(f3) stays close to a constant value. Such a phenomenon is called quadratic phase coupling114

[38, 39] and it is conceptually different from the n:m phase locking which generally indicates115

the phase locking on n cycles of one oscillation to m cycles of another oscillation [40, 41].116

Indeed, the quadratic phase coupling requires, in the most general case, the interplay between117

three frequency components which, taken in pairs, might be not synchronous in the sense of118

the n:m phase locking. There is one case, however, in which the two phenomena converge,119

and which we will see to be relevant in actual analysis. This is the case of f1 = f2 =: f and120

f3 = 2f , in which the quadratic phase coupling involves only two frequency components, i.e.121

one frequency and its double, thus matching the 1:2 phase locking.122

In a previous work [36], we argued that the antisymmetric component of the cross-123

bispectrum1
124

B[i|j|k](f1, f2) = Bijk(f1, f2)−Bkji(f1, f2) (2)

namely the difference between two cross-bispectra for which two channel indices have been125

switched, i.e. i and k in the above equation, has the advantage over the conventional cross-126

bispectrum to be not affected by the activity of independent noisy sources. Hence, the127

analysis of the antisymmetric component of the cross-bispectrym, B[i|j|k], rather than the128

conventional cross-bispectrum, Bijk, is more suitable to study brain interactions. We will129

shortly rederive this result for the sake of completeness. We make the usual assumptions130

that the data have zero mean (or that the mean has been subtracted from the raw data),131

and that the observed signals xi(f) result from a linear superposition of the source signals132

1 As in our previous work, we denote the antisymmetrizing operation on cross-bispectrum indices by a

bracket notation in which [·] indicates antisymmetrization over subset of indices included in the brackets,

e.g., Bi[jk] = Bijk −Bikj . In the event that indices to be antisymmetrized are not adjacent to each other,

as in equation 2, the preceding notation is extended by using vertical lines to exclude indices from the

antisymmetrization, i.e.: B[i|j|k] = Bijk −Bkji.
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sm(f), i.e.,133

xi(f) =
∑
m

aimsm(f) (3)

with aim being real-valued coefficients, independent of the frequency, corresponding to the134

forward mapping of the mth source to the ith channel. We emphasize that, while in general135

xi(f) and sm(f) are complex-valued, the aim coefficients are real-valued, which is a conse-136

quence of the fact that, under the quasi-static approximation for the electromagnetic field,137

the signal propagation from sources to channels does not introduce observable phase distor-138

tions [42]. We further assume that all sources are independent, i.e. there is no interaction139

between different sources, and insert that into equation 1140

Bijk(f1, f2) =
∑
m

aimajmakm 〈sm(f1)sm(f2)s
∗
m(f1 + f2)〉+ coupling terms (4)

The summation in the right-hand side of the above equation contains terms which reflect the141

interaction of each source with itself. On the contrary, the ’coupling terms’ reflect the interac-142

tion between different sources, and contain expressions of the form
〈
sm(f1)sn(f2)s

∗
p(f1 + f2)

〉
143

where not all indices m,n, p are identical, i.e. at least one of the indices is different from144

the other two. If, e.g., this index is the first one, m, and all sources are independent, this145

term vanishes146

〈
sm(f1)sn(f2)s

∗
p(f1 + f2)

〉
= 〈sm(f1)〉

〈
sn(f2)s

∗
p(f1 + f2)

〉
= 0 (5)

and likewise for any other of the indices. Hence, for independent sources we get147

Bijk(f1, f2) =
∑
m

aimajmakm 〈sm(f1)sm(f2)s
∗
m(f1 + f2)〉 (6)

which is totally symmetric with respect to the three channel indices. From this, it follows148

that an antisymmetric combination with respect to any pair of indices must vanish for149

independent sources, whereas, if not-vanishing, it must necessarily reflect the presence of an150

interaction between different sources.151

A general expression of the antisymmetric component of the cross-bispectrum between152

channels in terms of brain source activities is obtained by inserting equation 3 in 2, yielding153
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to154

B[i|j|k](f1, f2) =
∑
m,n,p

aim ajn akp B[m|n|p](f1, f2) (7)

with the coupling terms155

B[m|n|p](f1, f2) =
〈
sm(f1)sn(f2)s

∗
p(f1 + f2)

〉
−〈sp(f1)sn(f2)s

∗
m(f1 + f2)〉 (8)

being the antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectra between sources (here and in156

the following, the indices i, j and k run over channels and the indices m, n and p run over157

sources).158

B. Normalization of antisymmetric bispectral measures159

In analogy to cross-spectra, bispectral estimates depend on the signal amplitudes at160

the specific frequencies at which they are calculated. In order to assess whether the cou-161

pling between signals is high or low irrespective of their amplitudes, it is then necessary to162

normalize the bispectral values by a measure of signal strength. For the conventional cross-163

bispectrum, this is achieved by means of the bicoherence, i.e. a normalized version of the164

cross-bispectrum, which is the analogous of the coherence for the cross-spectrum. Different165

expressions for bicoherence have been suggested so far [e.g. 27, 43–45], which essentially166

differ by the normalization factor adopted. Shahbazi et al. [46] recently introduced a new167

normalization factor for the cross-bispectrum, which reads168

Nijk(f1, f2) = Qi(f1)Qj(f1)Qk(f1 + f2) (9)

where169

Qi(f) =

(
1

Ns

∑
ns

|xi(f, ns)|3
)1/3

(10)

with xi(f, ns) being the Fourier transform of channel i at frequency f , for the nsth of170

the Ns segments into which the data are divided to estimate the cross-bispectra. This171

normalization factor is called univariate in the sense that it normalizes the cross-bispectrum172

by the signal amplitude at each channel separately, with the result that it does not depend173
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on the interactions between channels. Moreover, it has the advantage over other existent174

normalizations that the absolute value of bicoherence is bounded by one, i.e.175

|bijk| =
∣∣∣∣Bijk

Nijk

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1 (11)

Here, to the purpose of normalizing the antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectrum176

rather than the full cross-bispectrum, we define a slightly different normalization factor by177

taking the symmetric component of the univariate normalization factor, i.e.178

N(i|j|k)(f1, f2) = Nijk(f1, f2) +Nkji(f1, f2) (12)

where the round bracket notation in the subscript, i.e. (i|j|k), has been used in the above179

equation to denote the symmetrization operation over channel indices in the same way as the180

square bracket notation, i.e. [i|j|k], was used to define the antisymmetrization operation.181

Accordingly, our bicoherence reads as follows:182

bijk(f1, f2) =
Bijk(f1, f2)

N(i|j|k)(f1, f2)
(13)

The advantage of taking the symmetric component of Nijk at the denominator of the bicoher-183

ence is that the antisymmetric component of the bicoherence reads as the desired normalized184

version of the antisymmetric component of the cross-bispectrum, i.e.185

b[i|j|k](f1, f2) =
B[i|j|k](f1, f2)

N(i|j|k)(f1, f2)
(14)

whose magnitude is still bounded by one (see appendix B for a proof).186

C. The biPISA approach187

1. Problem formulation188

The aim of biPISA is to identify the interacting brain sources from given estimates of the189

antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectra between channels. In practice, this means190

to find the aim coefficients in equation 7 from the observed B[i|j|k], and to subsequently191
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interpret them in terms of the field patterns of the interacting sources. The key assumption192

we make in the following is that interactions are pairwise, namely the interacting sources can193

be broken into a set of independent subsystems, each of them consisting of two interacting194

sources. Subsystem independence means that sources belonging to different subsystems do195

not interact with each other. Then, most of the coupling terms in equation 7 vanish, leaving196

only the terms involving sources within the same pair. If we also denote by s1q and s2q the197

sources which form the q-th interacting pair and by aiq and biq their respective coefficients at198

channel i, then equation 7 can be rewritten as the sum of terms due to individual interacting199

subsystems200

B[i|j|k](f1, f2) =
∑
q

{(
aiq ajq bkq − akq ajq biq

)
αq(f1, f2)

+
(
aiq bjq bkq − akq bjq biq

)
βq(f1, f2)

}
(15)

with201

αq(f1, f2) = 〈 s1q(f1)s1q(f2)s∗2q(f1 + f2) 〉

− 〈 s2q(f1)s1q(f2)s∗1q(f1 + f2) 〉 (16)

βq(f1, f2) = 〈 s1q(f1)s2q(f2)s∗2q(f1 + f2) 〉

− 〈 s2q(f1)s2q(f2)s∗1q(f1 + f2) 〉 (17)

The main point here is that the pairwise interaction assumption has led to a model for202

the antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectrum which can be efficiently solved in203

terms of source coefficients aiq and biq by means of linear algebraic techniques.204

To see this, we must first rewrite the equation 15 by using a tensor representation. Let205

us, then, denote by N be the number of EEG or MEG recording channels, by M the206

(unknown) number of pairwise interacting sources and by Q = M/2 the number of the207

corresponding interacting pairs. Accordingly, B[i|j|k](f1, f2) is the three-way N×N×N tensor208

collecting the antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectrum between channel signals at209

frequency pair (f1, f2), and B[m|n|p](f1, f2) is the three-way M×M×M tensor collecting the210

antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectrum between source signals. The subscripts211

[i|j|k] and [m|n|p] are introduced to remind us that such tensors are antisymmetric in the212

ik and mp indices, respectively. Similarly, the aim coefficients are collected in an N×M213
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matrix A, whose M columns read as the N -length vector topographies of sources into214

channels. Where necessary, the N -length vector topographies of sources belonging to the215

qth interacting pair will be denoted as aq and bq. For the ease of reading, the tensor216

dependence on the frequency is omitted in the following.217

The pairwise interaction assumption implies a special structure for the source-level tensor218

B[m|n|p]. Indeed, without loss of generality, we can always arrange the interacting sources219

such that the qth pair is composed by consecutive sources , i.e. s1 is interacting with s2,220

s3 with s4, and so on. Then, it turns out that B[m|n|p] is a 2×2×2 block diagonal tensor,221

i.e., its non-zero entries fill Q blocks of size 2×2×2 on the main diagonal, while all the222

entries outside these blocks, i.e. corresponding to cross-bispectra between sources which223

do not belong to the same interacting pair, vanish. Moreover, since the whole tensor is224

antisymmetric in the mp indices, the entries on the diagonal slice m = p are zero and, thus,225

each 2×2×2 block is uniquely defined by four complex values, which read ±αq and ±βq for226

the qth block.227

Using tensor representation, we can now rethink equation 15 as a spatial transformation from228

B[m|n|p] to B[i|j|k] according to the following two steps: (i) we first compute an M×N×M229

intermediate tensor D[m|j|p] by left-multiplying by A each m-th slice of B[m|n|p]; note that230

each jth slice of D[m|j|p] is a 2×2 block diagonal matrix, as well as antisymmetric, which231

follows by construction since B[m|n|p] is an antisymmetric 2×2×2 block diagonal tensor; and232

(ii) each j-th slice of D[m|j|p] is left-multiplied by A and right-multiplied by AT in order to233

obtain B[i|j|k]. These two steps are schematically depicted in figure 1.234235

The main advantage of tensor representation is that it makes visible the inherent structure236

of bispectral data when pairwise interaction is assumed: each jth slice of B[i|j|k] results from237

the mixing of an antisymmetric 2×2 block diagonal matrix, i.e. the corresponding jth slice238

of D[m|j|p], through the coefficient matrix A. We emphasize this result as we will now turn239

it upside down to the aim of estimating the matrix A of source coefficients.240

For the ease of notation, let us denote by D[:|j|:] and B[:|j|:] the jth slices of D[m|j|p] and241

B[i|j|k], respectively. The above argument implies that a real valued demixing matrix W1 =242

A−1 exists such that all the jth slices B[:|j|:] are block-diagonalized, i.e. are transformed in243

2×2 block diagonal matrices D[:|j|:], according to244

D[:|j|:] = W1B[:|j|:]W
†
1 (18)
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Figure 1. The two-step computation of the antisymmetric bispectral tensor between channel signals,

B[i|j|k], from the antisymmetric bispectral tensor between source signals, B[m|n|p]

for j = 1...N , with † denoting the complex conjugate transpose. Thus, we can estimate the245

demixing matrix W1 (and, accordingly, its inverse A) by using the techniques for approxi-246

mate joint block-diagonalization of a set of matrices. In particular, since all the jth slices247

of B[i|j|k] are complex-valued matrices and, in general, their joint block-diagonalization will248

lead to a solution in the complex-domain, we further constrain W1 to be real-valued by249

requiring the joint block-diagonalization of both the real and imaginary parts of these slices.250

In summary, the problem of finding the matrix of interacting source coefficients has been251

reduced to the joint block-diagonalization of a set of 2N real-valued antisymmetric matri-252

ces, namely N from Re
{
B[:|j|:]

}
and N from Im

{
B[:|j|:]

}
, for j = 1...N . In practice, these253

matrices are given by an estimated statistic which is corrupted by estimation errors due254

to noise or finite simple size effects. Thus, they are only “approximatively” jointly block255

diagonalizable as it will be discussed in the following.256
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2. Approximate joint block-diagonalization257

It is known [e.g. 37, 47] that the problem of the approximate joint block-diagonalization258

of a set of real-valued and antisymmetric matrices can be solved by transforming it in an259

ordinary approximate joint diagonalization problem, for which a number of popular and260

computationally appealing algorithms are available [e.g. 48–52], if complex-valued matrices261

are allowed for the diagonalizing matrices. Indeed, a complex-valued matrix W2 exists which262

diagonalizes, in the ordinary sense, all the 2×2 block diagonal matrices, i.e.263 W2W1 Re
{
B[:|j|:]

}
W†

1W
†
2 = ΛR

j

W2W1 Im
{
B[:|j|:]

}
W†

1W
†
2 = ΛI

j

(19)

for j = 1...N , where ΛR
j and ΛI

j are diagonal matrices (i.e., having non-zero entries only on264

the main diagonal), or as diagonal as possible for approximate solutions, and265

W2 =
1

2
IQ×Q ⊗

 1 −

1 

 (20)

with IQ×Q being the identity matrix of size Q and ⊗ the Kronecker product. Therefore, our266

problem is equivalent to estimating W = W2W1 by means of ordinary approximate joint267

diagonalization of the above set of matrices, since from W−1 = W−1
1 W−1

2 we observe that:268

(i) the columns of W−1 come in pair, i.e. if w is a column, then so it is w∗; and (ii) the269

desired source topographies are contained in the real and imaginary part of the columns of270

W−1, i.e.,271

W−1 =
[
a1 + b1 , a1 − b1 , . . . , aQ + bQ , aQ − bQ

]
(21)

Since the approximate joint diagonalization procedures return in output a diagonalizing272

matrix W which has at most the same size of the input matrices, it follows that we can273

extract at most as many underlying sources as the number of sensors, from which the second274

assumption of biPISA (i.e. the number of interacting sources is not greater than the number275

of EEG or MEG channels) necessarily follows.276

As mentioned above, various algorithms could be used to address the problem of ordinary277

approximate joint diagonalization. In this work, we used the Cardoso and Souloumiac’s al-278
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gorithm [48], which is restricted to the case where the diagonalizing matrix (and therefore its279

inverse) is unitary. Note that we could include the unitarity constraint because of an inher-280

ent non-uniqueness of the solution to the joint diagonalization problem. Indeed, if {W,Λj}281

is a solution, then
{
W′ = ΓUW,Λ′j = ΓUΛjU

†Γ−1
}

is another admissible solution, with282

U being a unitary matrix and Γ being a diagonal matrix. This implies that what we get in283

practice is not the matrix W−1, but its orthogonal basis matrix W′−1.284

The main consequence of the above choice is that, under unitarity constraint on the diag-285

onalizing matrix, we are no more able to straightforwardly retrieve the exact topographies286

of interacting sources, but only the subspace they span, as explained in the following. We287

observe from W′−1 = W−1
1 W−1

2 U†Γ−1 (where we remind that W−1
1 = A is the real-valued288

matrix of source topographies) that the columns of W′−1 are still a linear combination of the289

columns of W−1
1 , with unknown complex-valued coefficients, i.e. the entries of W−1

2 U†Γ−1.290

If we then construct a real-valued matrix X by concatenating the real part and the imag-291

inary part of W′−1, i.e. X = [Re {W′−1} Im {W′−1}], we get that the first M left-singular292

vectors of X span the same subspace of the columns of W−1
1 , i.e. the source topographies.293

In practice, M is unknown and, without a priori knowledge, it is set equal to N .294

In order to retrieve the actually interacting source topographies from the above subspace,295

additional assumptions are required, as explained in section II C 4.296

3. Dimensionality reduction prior to approximate joint block diagonalization297

Before dealing with the issue of retrieving the interacting sources from the compound298

subspace they span, we describe a dimensionality reduction procedure which can be per-299

formed prior to the approximate joint block diagonalization. The aim of this procedure is to300

identify a smaller set of meaningful matrices to block diagonalize as an alternative to all the301

jth slices of the antisymmetric bispectral tensor B[i|j|k], which allows for better performances302

of the diagonalization algorithm.303

We first unfold the tensor B[i|j|k] by reordering the element of each j-th slice in N2-length304

vectors which form the column of an N2×N matrix, namely L. Then, a singular value de-305

composition (SVD) of L is computed, i.e., L = UΣV†, and the left-singular vectors forming306

the columns of U (eventually multiplied by Σ) are refolded in new square matrices, forming307

the jthe slices of a novel tensor B̃[i|j|k], which will be considered for diagonalization. It fol-308
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lows, indeed, from the properties of the SVD that the jth slices of B̃[i|j|k] are weighted sums309

of the jth slices of B[i|j|k], with weights given by the elements of the corresponding vector310

in V. Thus, they are also diagonalized by W. In addition, they are ordered according to311

descending singular values, then the first matrix has the maximal contribution to the norm312

of the original tensor B[i|j|k], the second optimizes norm subject to being orthogonal to the313

first, and so on. Here, the orthogonality is meant with respect the scalar product of the314

singular vectors which generate the matrices. The main advantage of this procedure is that315

we can choose to diagonalize a smaller subset of the initial matrices, ignoring those matrices316

whose contribution to the bispectral tensor is negligible. In practice, the threshold is set317

by looking at the normalized version of individual matrices according to the normalization318

introduced in equation 14. Indeed, it also follows from multilinear properties of cumulant319

tensors that the elements of the new tensor B̃[i|j|k] are the antisymmetric components of the320

cross-bispectrum between xi(f1), xk(f1 + f2) and a weighted sum of all the other channels321

at frequency f2, with weights given in V, from which the expression in equation 14 can be322

evaluated.323

4. Pairwise interacting sources retrieval and phase-delay estimation324

The problem of decomposing the obtained M -dimensional subspace into the contribu-325

tions of the individual brain sources is now addressed with the minimum overlap component326

analysis (MOCA) [53, 54]. The main idea underlying MOCA is to assume that the vector327

fields of the localized brain sources, i.e. after an inverse solver has been applied to source328

topographies, are (maximally) spatially separated. Here, MOCA is applied to the set of329

singular vectors identified by biPISA and the resulting topographies are subsequently in-330

terpreted as the topographies of the actually interacting sources, i.e. the columns of the331

matrix A. We finally recognize among the separated source topographies those which form332

the interacting pairs by testing the arrangement that best block diagonalizes the above set333

of matrices and get the final form for the matrix A.334

Once the matrix A has been retrieved, an approximate estimate of the source level tensor335

B[m|n|p] can be obtained by inverting the two-step computation depicted in figure 1. This336

allows to retrieve the complex-valued coefficients αq and βq, q = 1...Q, which provide further337

information on the interacting subsystems. For instance, we note that the magnitude of338
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these coefficients measures the strength of the interaction. Then, we might define an index339

of interaction340

εq =
|α̃q|2 + |β̃q|2∑Q

q′=1 |α̃q′ |2 + |β̃q′|2
(22)

which is the fraction of the interaction which is accounted for the qth subsystem. Further-341

more, taken individually, the coefficients αq and βq reveal how the frequency components342

which undergo the interaction are distributed between the interacting sources. If, for in-343

stance, the sources s1q and s2q have distinct frequency content and, say, s1q contains only344

the component at frequency f1 and s2q contains the remaining components at frequencies f2345

and f1 +f2, then αq would vanish, while βq would be non-vanishing and it would be equal to346

the conventional cross-bispectrum B122 between s1q and s2q. On the contrary, if both sources347

contain all the three frequency components, then both αq and βq would be non-vanishing,348

and they would reflect the relationship between different combinations of these components349

in the two sources.350

We will now elaborate more on the latter case by considering a special scenario in which351

the interaction within each subsystem consists in the coupling between two sources having352

an inherent cross-frequency coupling and being time delayed copies of each other, i.e.,353

s′2q(t) = Cq s
′
1q(t− τq) ⇒ s2q(f) = C s1q(f) e−ı2πfτq (23)

for q = 1...Q, where s′1q(t) and s′2q(t) denote the activities in the time domain of the of354

sources belonging to the qth pair, s1q(f) and s2q(f) their respective Fourier transforms,355

Cq is a real scale factor and τq is a non-zero time delay. Then, by analogy to what has356

been derived elsewhere [36] in relation to an interaction model consisting of only one pair357

of interacting neuronal sources, rather than Q pairs as in biPISA, the argument of the ratio358

between αq and βq provides an estimation of the phase difference between components at359

frequency f2 of the sources belonging to the qth pair, i.e.,360

∆φq(f2, τq) = arg

(
αq(f1, f2)

βq(f1, f2)

)
(24)

We emphasize that the above result strictly relies on the assumptions of our model. If these361

are not met and, for instance, one source lacks the component at frequency f2, then αq or βq362

would vanish, and any attempted estimation of ∆φq would return inconsistent results over363
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repeated experiments in the same or different subjects.364

Finally, we observe that the above theory has been derived for the decomposition of365

the antisymmetric bispectral tensor evaluated at a frequency pair alone. This meets many366

practical needs, as we always observed the nonlinear phenomena revealed by antisymmetric367

bispectral analysis to be very specific in frequency, i.e. showing narrow peaks in the 2d368

frequency plane. Nevertheless, the extension to a wide-band interaction analysis is fairly369

straightforward, i.e. by requiring the joint block-diagonalization of all the jth slices from370

multiple tensors estimated at different frequency pairs, although the increase of the compu-371

tational efforts should be considered, i.e., for the joint diagonalization procedure.372

III. RESULTS373

A. Simulations374

The performances of biPISA were evaluated by using numerical experiments. Ten minute375

MEG recordings, sampled at 500 Hz, were generated by using a realistic standard head376

model [55, 56] and a 153-channel sensor array, whose geometry faithfully reproduced the377

sensor layout of the whole-head MEG system installed at the University of Chieti [57, 58].378

Virtual head location with respect to the sensors was taken from a real ordinary experiment.379

For each simulation repetition, the activities of a set of neuronal sources were generated and380

channel recordings were numerically computed by solving the MEG forward problem. In381

particular, all sources were modeled as single current dipoles randomly located at the vertices382

of a regular 5 mm spaced grid covering the whole brain volume. A minimum distance of 1 cm383

between sources was also required. The leadfield matrix was computed with the FieldTrip384

software package [59] by using a realistically shaped single-shell volume conduction model385

[60]. The set of sources included both interacting sources and sources of noise, the latter386

aiming at mimicking the background brain activity, which are described below.387

The interacting sources consisted of Q interacting source pairs. In order to investigate388

different levels of interaction complexity, the number of pairs, Q, was also varied from 1 to 3.389

Each pair of interacting sources consisted of two dipoles exhibiting a cross-frequency phase390

interaction between components with frequencies f1 = 6 Hz, f2 = 10 Hz and f3 = f1 + f2 =391

16 Hz. Two possible scenarios of interaction were investigated, which are schematically392
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depicted in figure 2. The first scenario (scenario I) was formulated based on the time-393394

delayed interaction model of equation 23, and consisted in two sources having an inherent395

cross-frequency coupling (for which they will be referred to as ‘nonlinear sources’ in the396

following) and being time delayed copies of each other. In particular, the time delay was397

introduced to mimic the actual delay in the communication between brain sources due to the398

separation of sources in space and given the limited transmission speed [61, 62]. This implies399

a phase difference between the components of the same frequency in the two sources, whose400

estimation using biPISA was one of the objective of this investigation. In this scenario of401

interaction, each of the two sources belonging to the same pair contained the components402

at frequencies f1, f2 and f3, and there was a cross-frequency coupling both within and403

between sources. However, thanks to the use of the antisymmetric components of the cross-404

bispectrum, our approach was only sensitive to the coupling between sources. Thus, for each405

qth source pair, with q = 1...Q, we first generated the timecourse of a nonlinear source,406

s′1q(t), and then we set the timecourse of a second source, s′2q(t), to a time-delayed copy of407

s′1q(t), i.e. s′2q(t) = s′1q(t− τq). The time delays were set to: (i) 5 milliseconds in case of only408

one source pair (Q=1); (ii) 5 and 10 milliseconds for the first and second pair, respectively,409

in case of two source pairs (Q=2); and (iii) 5, 10 and 15 milliseconds for the first, second and410

third pair, respectively, in case of three source pairs (Q=3). The timecourse of the nonlinear411

source was generated by summing the timecourses of two independent oscillators at 6 Hz412

and 10 Hz, i.e. obtained by band-pass filtering white Gaussian noise around 6 Hz and 10413

Hz, respectively, and the timecourse of a 16 Hz oscillator which was phase-synchronous to414

the former, i.e. resulting from a multiplicative interaction process (namely, a time-point by415

time-point multiplication) between the other two oscillators, followed by filtering around 16416

Hz. For the filtering at the above three frequencies, we used a Butterworth filter with 1 Hz417

bandwidth, performing filtering in both the forward and reverse directions to ensure zero418

phase distortion.419

The second scenario (scenario II) of interaction consisted in a pure cross-frequency coupling420

between sources, that is for each qth source pair, a source contained only the component at421

frequency f1, whereas the remaining components at frequencies f2 and f3 were contained422

in the other source. This was obtained by setting the timecourse of the first source, s′1q(t),423

to the timecourse of the oscillator at 6 Hz and the timecourse of the second source, s′2q(t),424

to the sum of the timecourses of the 10 Hz and the 16 Hz oscillator. As in the previous425
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Figure 2. Simulated data generation. Panel a: two independent oscillators at 6 Hz and 10 Hz (top

signals) were generated by band-pass filtering white Gaussian noise around the respective carrier

frequencies with 1 Hz bandwidth. A 16 Hz oscillator (bottom signal) was generated through a

multiplicative interaction, i.e. a time-point by time-point multiplication, between the oscillators

at 6 Hz and 10 Hz, followed by band-pass filtering around 16 Hz with 1 Hz bandwidth. Short

segments of the oscillator timecourses and the respective power spectral densities (PSD) are shown

in panels b and c. The oscillators generated in this way resulted in quadratic phase coupling, and

they were used for the construction of pairwise interacting source timecourses according to two

different scenarios of interaction. In the first scenario (panel d), the timecourse of source 1 was

obtained by summing the timecourses of all the three oscillators, and the timecourse of source 2 was

set to a time delayed copy of the timecourse of source 1, with a time delay τ . Up to 3 interacting

source pairs were generated, with τ being 5 milliseconds for the first pair, 10 milliseconds for the

second pair, and 15 milliseconds for the third pair. As a result, both sources contained the three

components at frequencies 6 Hz, 10 Hz and 16 Hz, and there was a cross-frequency coupling both

within and between sources. In the second scenario of interaction (panel e), the timecourse of

source 1 was set to the timecourse of the oscillator at 6 Hz, whereas the timecourse of source 2

was set to the sum of the timecourses of the 10 Hz and 16 Hz oscillators. A time delay τ was also

introduced between the timecourses of the two interacting sources, with τ being as in the previous

case. As a result, the two interacting sources contained different frequency components, and there

was a cross-frequency coupling only between sources.19



scenario of interaction, we introduced a time delay in the communication between the two426

sources to mimic actual interaction dynamics. Thus, the 16 Hz oscillator was generated by427

multiplying the oscillator at 10 Hz by a time-delayed copy of the oscillator at 6 Hz. The428

values for the time delay were equal to the ones used in the previous case.429

The sources of noise consisted in 4 uncorrelated nonlinear sources exhibiting an inherent430

cross-frequency phase synchronization at the same frequencies as the interacting sources.431

The choice of this specific noise model was motivated by the fact that, as demonstrated432

elsewhere [36], for finite length data the presence of nonlinear noise, rather than other kinds433

of noise, e.g. Gaussian noise, still affects the estimation of the antisymmetric components434

of the cross-bispectrum and, thus, is more appropriate in our simulations.435

For each simulation repetition, channel recordings were determined by varying indepen-436

dently: (i) the number of interacting source pairs, i.e. Q=1, 2 or 3; and (ii) the signal-to-437

noise ratio, i.e. SNR=∞, 10, 2 or 1, in order to explore no-noise, low-noise, medium-noise438

and high-noise conditions. In particular, the SNR was calculated as the ratio between the439

mean variance across channels of the signal generated by interacting sources and the mean440

variance of the signal generated by nonlinear noisy sources. In order to simulate real exper-441

imental conditions, channel recordings were also contaminated by a low level of Gaussian442

noise. A total of 1000 simulation repetitions for each scenario of interaction was performed443

by randomizing dipole locations and orientations.444

Bispectral analysis was firstly preceded by a dimension reduction stage using Principal445

Component Analysis (PCA) in order to lower the computational costs required to esti-446

mate the antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectrum between all channel triplets.447

The original set of 153 channel recordings was, thus, reduced to a smaller dataset includ-448

ing the first 30 principal components. The obtained signals were divided into 1 second449

non-overlapping segments. Within each segment, data were Hanning windowed, Fourier450

transformed and the antisymmetric bispectral tensor B[i|j|k] was estimated at the frequency451

pair (f1, f2) = (6Hz, 10Hz), namely at frequency pair where interaction was simulated.452

A second dimension reduction stage was performed by using the SVD-based factorization453

described in section II C 3, where the main aim was to identify a small set of matrices454

to diagonalize as an alternative to all of the jth slices of B[i|j|k]. An illustrative example455

of the results obtained at this stage of the analysis is given in figure 3. Here, for each456457

of the matrices returned by the SVD-based factorization (ordered in abscissa) and for all458
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Figure 3. The plots show, for all combinations of pair numbers, i.e. Q, and SNRs, the Frobenius

norms of the 30 normalized matrices (ordered in abscissa), i.e. whose entries have been normalized

as in equation 14, returned by the SVD-based factorization described in the paper. Data are from

one representative simulation repetition, corresponding to the scenario I of interaction between

sources.

combinations of pair numbers and SNRs, we show the Frobenius norms of the corresponding459

normalized matrices, i.e. whose entries have been normalized as in equation 14. In all460

cases, we observe a few values which can be clearly distinguished from the others. The461

corresponding matrices were, thus, interpreted as those containing the essential part of462

the interaction and considered for diagonalization. We also note that the number of these463

values always equates the number of simulated source pairs. Notably, this equivalence was464
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observed for both of the two scenarios of interaction considered in simulations. This result465

is not trivial, but it could be easily tested to be true in the ideal case when, in equation 7,466

the coupling terms between sources belonging to different pairs completely vanish. On the467

basis of this result, in the following analysis, we focused on a number of sources, M , being468

twice as large as the number of selected matrices.469

Next, the diagonalization of the real and imaginary part of the matrices resulting from470

the SVD-based factorization was performed to estimate the diagonalizing matrix W′. The471

first M columns of its inverse, W′−1, ordered according to descending diagonal elements,472

were then used to estimate the singular vectors spanning the subspace of the interacting473

source topographies. At this stage, i.e. before applying MOCA, we are not able to recognize474

the contribution of each individual source. We can nevertheless evaluate the performance of475

biPISA by looking at a measure of the similarity between the true (known in simulation) an476

the estimated subspace. In particular, the similarity was measured as the smallest of the M477

canonical correlation coefficients between the two M -dimensional subspaces. The results are478

summarized in figure 4 and figure 5 for the scenario I and for the scenario II of interaction,479

respectively, where we show the histograms of 1/(1− r), with r being the smallest of the M480

canonical correlation coefficients, for all combinations of pair numbers and SNRs.481

Overall, we observe that biPISA provides reliable estimates of the subspace spanned482

by the interacting source topographies in both of the simulated scenarios of interactions.483

Indeed, the correlation coefficient r (respectively 1/(1 − r)) is, on average, greater than484

0.9 (respectively 10) for all the investigated conditions. The performances are slightly af-485

fected by the complexity of interaction, here measured by the number of simulated source486

pairs, while the main downgrade is due to the increasing level of noise. The latter effect487

was explained as evidence that, for finite length data, the symmetric components of cross-488

bispectra arising from noisy sources may be not suppressed completely, thus affecting the489

result of any following data analysis, i.e. the joint diagonalization of bispectral matrices in490

this work. In the contrast between the performances of biPISA in the two simulated scenar-491

ios of interaction, we note that, for fixed values of Q and SNR, the correlation coefficients492

are systematically larger in the scenario II than in the scenario I of interaction. Indeed, the493

values of 1/(1 − r) obtained in the scenario II (figure 5) are, on average, from 2.2 (Q=3,494

SNR=1) up to 7.7 (Q=1, SNR=∞) times larger than the respective values obtained in the495

scenario I (figure 4). This was explained by the fact that in the latter case there was a496
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Figure 4. Scenario I of interaction. Histograms of 1/(1 − r), with r being the smallest of the M

canonical correlation coefficients between the true and estimated M -dimensional subspaces spanned

by interacting source topographies, for all combinations of pair numbers, i.e. Q, and SNRs. m

denotes the mean value. Data from 1000 simulation repetitions.

cross-frequency coupling not only between but also within the sources belonging to the same497

pair, and thus the interacting sources themselves introduced noise components due to their498

inherent cross-frequency coupling (i.e., the coupling within sources).499

In order to test the property of the proposed approach of being sensitive to the distribution500

of the frequency components between the interacting sources, we considered the coefficients501

αq and βq estimated in simulations. Indeed, as was argued in section II C 4, αq should502
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Figure 5. Scenario II of interaction. Histograms of 1/(1 − r), with r being the smallest of the M

canonical correlation coefficients between the true and estimated M -dimensional subspaces spanned

by interacting source topographies, for all combinations of pair numbers, i.e. Q, and SNRs. m

denotes the mean value. Data from 1000 simulation repetitions.

vanish in the second scenario of interaction. We therefore looked at the contrast between the503

magnitudes of the coefficients αq and βq obtained in the two different scenarios of interaction.504

Specifically, for each qth interacting pair, the contrast Cq was evaluated as the logarithm of505

the ratio between the magnitudes of αq and βq, i.e.506

Cq = log10

|αq|
|βq|

(25)
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The desired analysis was performed by collecting the results obtained by varying the number507

of actual interacting subsystems (Q = 1,2,3) and the level of nonlinear noise corrupting the508

signals (SNR =∞, 10, 2, 1), while we only distinguished between the two simulated scenarios509

of interaction. The results are summarized in figure 6. In this plot, the black dots denote510

the mean values of Cq, and the error bars denote the respective standard deviations. We511

Figure 6. Contrast Cq between the magnitudes of the coefficients αq and βq obtained in the two

simulated scenarios of interaction. The black dots denote the mean value; the error bars denote

the standard deviations.512

513

observe that, in the scenario I, the magnitudes of αq and βq are, on average, comparable (Cq=514

0.00±0.28; mean±st.dev.). This particular result is due to the fact that, in or simulations,515

the contribution of the two interacting sources to signals was rather balanced, i.e. the516

sources being exact copies of each other, and having random locations. On the contrary, in517

the scenario II, the magnitude of αq is, on average, more than 10 times smaller than the518

magnitude of βq (Cq= -1.32±0.52; mean±st.dev.), which is in line with our hypothesis.519

We finally evaluated the ability of biPISA in extracting reliable information about pair-520

wise interaction dynamics, namely, after MOCA has been applied to disentangle individual521

source topographies, and after the interacting source pairs have been clustered by testing522

the arrangement which best block diagonalizes the above set of matrices. In particular, in523

relation to the data for the scenario I of interaction, we looked at the performances of the524

presented method in estimating the phase difference between the interacting sources. We525

then retrieved the antisymmetric bispectral tensor at source level and used the correspond-526

ing complex-valued terms αq and βq, with q running over 1, ..., Q = M/2, to estimate the527

phase difference ∆φq, according to the expression in equation 24. The results are shown in528
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figure 7, where the histograms of the values obtained in all simulation repetitions are plotted529530

along with true simulated value, i.e. ∆φ1 = 0.314 for the first pair, ∆φ2 = 0.628 for the531

second pair, and ∆φ3 = 0.942 for the third pair. We observe that, similarly to correlation532

coefficients, the results of phase estimation are moderately affected by the number of sim-533

ulated pairs, while the main performance downgrade depends on the noise level, which is a534

fairly obvious conclusion, being this result dependent on the goodness of the source subspace535

retrieval.536

B. Application to real MEG data537

As an example of application to real data, we applied biPISA to the analysis of MEG data538

recorded in one healthy adult subject (female; 22 years old; right handed) during 10 minutes539

of eyes-open resting state, while the subject was instructed to maintain fixation on a visual540

crosshair. MEG was recorded using the 165-channel MEG system installed at the University541

of Chieti [57, 58]. This system includes 153 dc-SQUID integrated magnetometers arranged542

on a helmet covering the whole head plus 12 reference channels. Signals were sampled at543

1025 Hz. The position of the subject’s head with respect to the sensors was determined by544

five coils placed on the scalp recorded before and after MEG recording. The coil positions545

were measured by a 3D digitizer (Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA) together with anatomical546

landmarks (left and right preauricular and nasion) defining a head coordinate system. High547

resolution whole-head anatomical images were acquired using a 3-T Philips Achieva MRI548

scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) via a 3D fast field echo T1-549

weighted sequence (MP-RAGE; voxel size 1 mm isotropic, TR = 8.1 ms, echo time TE =550

3.7 ms; flip angle 8◦, and SENSE factor 2). The coregistration of the MEG sensor with the551

MRI volume was performed by aligning the anatomical landmarks in the two modalities.552

After downsampling at 341 Hz and band-pass filtering at 1-80 Hz, data were preprocessed553

using an Independent Components Analysis (ICA), with the twofold purpose of removing554

the artifactual components, and reducing the dimensionality of the data. We found 25555

ICs, which were visually inspected and classified as components of brain origin (18 out of556

25) or artifactual components (7 out of 25). Typically, ICA based pipelines rely on the557

subtraction of artifactual ICs from MEG recordings. An alternative strategy is that of558

reconstructing MEG signals by recombining the ICs of brain origin [23, 63]. By following559
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Figure 7. Scenario I of interaction. Histograms of the estimated phase differences between inter-

acting sources, for all combinations of pair numbers, i.e. Q, and SNRs. The vertical dashed line

denotes the true values for phase differences, i.e. ∆φ1 = 0.314, ∆φ2 = 0.628 and ∆φ3 = 0.942. m

and s denote the mean value and the standard deviation, respectively. Data from 1000 simulation

repetitions.
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the latter approach, we retained the ICs classified as brain components, which were given560

in input to bispectral analysis. Note that the maximum number of interacting sources that561

we can identify by using biPISA is now reduced to the number of retained ICs.562

Bispectral analysis was performed by dividing signals into 1 second non-overlapping seg-563

ments containing continuous data. Within each segment, data were Hanning windowed,564

Fourier transformed and the antisymmetric component of the cross-bispectrum (and bico-565

herence) was estimated for frequency pairs (f1, f2) up to f1 + f2 = 50 Hz. The resulting566

frequency resolution was 1 Hz on both the f1 and f2 axes. Figure 8 shows the magnitude567

of the antisymmetric component of bicoherence,
∣∣b[i|j|k](f1, f2)∣∣, as function of frequencies.568

We recall that N3 estimates are obtained for each frequency pair, i.e. corresponding to all569

possible triplets formed by N signals. However, only the maximum over these N3 estimates570

can be appreciated from this plot. In order to gain more insight into the data, the values on571

the diagonal axis f2 = f1, i.e. where the main interaction was found, are shown separately572

in the bottom part of the figure, i.e. where the reader can appreciate the values obtained for573

each channel triplet. We observe a prominent peak at frequency pair (11Hz,11Hz), which574575

reflects an interaction between frequency components at f1 = f2 = 11 Hz and f3 = 22 Hz.576

The antisymmetric bispectral tensor estimated at this frequency pair was then selected for577

analysis by using biPISA.578

The SVD-based factorization of tensor slices revealed the existence of two components579

(see figure 9), which correspond to two pairwise interacting subsystems, and which clearly580

contain most of the observed interaction. The interacting sources were subsequently identi-581582

fied by simultaneous diagonalization, and finally separated by MOCA. The estimated source583

topographies are shown in figure 10 (first and third lines). The respective source reconstruc-584

tions, i.e. obtained by using a cortically constrained minimum norm estimate [64], are shown585

below the topographies (second and fourth lines). Our findings clearly indicate an interac-586587

tion between pairs of sources of central mu (11 Hz) and beta (22 Hz) rhythms, localizing588

in the proximity of the left and right central sulci. The interaction within the source pair589

localizing in the left hemisphere was stronger (ε1 = 0.78) than the interaction within the590

source pair localizing in the right hemisphere (ε2 = 0.22). The estimated phase differences591

were ∆φ1 = 0.73 for the former source pair, and ∆φ2 = 0.80 for the latter source pair.592
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Figure 8. (Color online) On the top, the magnitude of the antisymmetric component of bicoherence,∣∣b[i|j|k](f1, f2)∣∣, is shown as function of frequencies f1 and f2. On the bottom, a detailed view of∣∣b[i|j|k](f1, f2)∣∣ for the diagonal axis f1 = f2.

Figure 9. Frobenius norm of the normalized matrices (ordered in abscissa) returned by the SVD-

based factorization of tensor slices for the antisymmetric component of the cross-bispectrum at

(f1, f2)=(11Hz,11Hz).
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Figure 10. (Color online) Topographies (first and third lines) and the corresponding reconstruction

of cortical activity (second and fourth lines) for pairwise interacting sources of brain mu (11 Hz)

and beta (22 Hz) rhythms. The maps have been scaled between -1 and 1 for topographies, and

between 0 and 1 for cortical activity. The maps use arbitrary units.

IV. DISCUSSION593

We here proposed a method which allows to identify cross-frequency phase synchronous594

brain sources by decomposing the antisymmetric components of the cross-bispectra between595

EEG or MEG recordings. This approach, which we called biPISA, relies on the key assump-596

tion that the interactions between brain sources are pairwise. This is a clear simplification597
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of the actual interaction dynamics, but it allows for a unique decomposition of the data598

in terms of brain sources and is able to capture the most relevant aspect of the interaction599

observed in EEG or MEG data. If this assumption is not met, the search for an approximate600

solution, i.e. by the approximate joint diagonalization algorithm, yields by construction the601

dominant part of the interaction, but the off diagonal terms contain additional information602

which will be neglected. We also assumed that the number of interacting sources is not603

grater than the number of recording channels. If this is violated, we would still observe604

interactions, but the decomposition in independent subsystems would be incomplete.605

A key step of the analysis pipeline is the approximate joint diagonalization of the set606

of real-valued and antisymmetric matrices which come from the slices of the antisymmiet-607

ric bispectral tensor at a certain frequency pair. To address this issue, we applied a well608

known algorithm for unitary approximate joint diagonalization [48], which allows to identify609

the subspace spanned by interacting source topographies, but the separation of individual610

sources, as well as the identification of interacting pairs, is not possible without first in-611

troducing additional (spatial) assumptions on the sources, i.e. the MOCA constraint. Of612

course, the above diagonalization algorithm could be replaced by others. For instance, the613

original PISA method [37] exploits a non-unitary diagonalization procedure, i.e. a gener-614

alization of the DOMUNG algorithm [65] to the complex domain, to jointly diagonalize615

the set of antisymmetric cross-spectral matrices in a given frequency range. A non-unitary616

symplectic optimization algorithm was later proposed by Meinecke [47] to address the same617

issue. Both algorithms relax the unitarity assumption on the diagonalizing matrix, leading618

to a number of advantages over unitary transformations [47]. Most notably, for both of these619

approaches, the joint diagonalization results in the separation of different pairs (but not in620

the separation of the two sources within each pair) if a wide-band analysis of the the data621

is available, while such a separation cannot be done for a single frequency alone. Within622

each pair, the separation of individual sources is only possible if additional constraints are623

introduced. Although the non-unitary methods could be conceptually more advantageous as624

they allow to straightforwardly separate the interacting subsystems, in this study, we used625

a naive unitary diagonalization procedure because of its computational efficiency and ease626

of implementation, leaving the interacting pair retrieval to a dedicated step performed after627

the demixing by MOCA. Obviously, in practical applications, this would be an advantage if628

the MOCA assumptions are met, while it would be a limitation in case of any actual overlap629
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between sources belonging to different pairs.630

It is worthwhile to address here the relationship between biPISA and the methods for631

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) which have, albeit with a different objective, some632

structural similarities. The ICA model assumes that the observed data result from an in-633

stantaneous mixing of statistically mutually independent sources [66, 67]. The methods for634

ICA aim at finding the independent sources by exploiting different properties of data derived635

from this assumption. A widely used class of ICA methods [for a review see, e.g., 68] exploits636

the fact that the cross-cumulants between independent sources are theoretically diagonal,637

and thus the sources can be found by the joint diagonalization of cross-cumulants between638

sensor data, i.e. cross-correlation matrices (e.g., the TDSEP [69] algorithm), higher-order639

cumulant tensors, or even tensor-slices (e.g., JADE [70], or STOTD [71] algorithms). These640

methods assume that the cross-cumulants between sensor data are symmetric under permu-641

tation of their indices, which results from these quantities being a multilinear transformation642

of the diagonal cross-cumulants between sources. For instance, the TDSEP algorithm uses643

symmetrized versions of correlation matrices. Now, the main point here is that biPISA,644

whose aim is to find interacting sources - and not independent sources -, turns the above645

argument around. Specifically, in biPISA we assume that sources are interacting, which646

implies that the cumulants (and cumulant spectra) are not symmetric. Thus, in order to647

study interactions, we specifically focus on that part which deviates from symmetry. Indeed,648

we look at the antisymmetric component of the cross-bispectrum tensor, while we reject the649

symmetric component. We emphasize that in biPISA the independence assumption is only650

invoked for pairs, i.e. leading to a theoretically block-diagonal (but still not symmetric)651

model for source cumulants. This is the distinctive feature of the PISA approach, which we652

are now generalizing to include third-order spectra.653

The effectiveness of the proposed approach was first tested in simulations. In particular,654

we investigated two possible scenarios of interaction between sources: (i) a time delayed in-655

teraction between non linear sources, in which the cross-frequency interaction resided both656

within and between sources; and (ii) a pure cross-frequency interaction between sources.657

For each simulated scenario, we evaluated the ability of biPISA in identifying the interact-658

ing source pairs for different conditions constructed by varying the level of nonlinear noise659

corrupting the signals and the number of actual interacting subsystems. In addition and660

solely for the second scenario of interaction, we evaluated the effectiveness in extracting in-661
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formation about the phase relationships between interacting sources. The results obtained662

in simulations showed that biPISA provides reliable results for all the investigated circum-663

stances. We also observed that the performances worsen due mainly to the increasing level664

of nonlinear noise corrupting the signals, rather than to the increasing number of interacting665

subsystems. This is essentially due to the fact that, in the computation of the antisymmetric666

components of the cross-bispectra, the contribution of nonlinear noisy sources is suppressed667

in a statistical sense and, if too large, it may be not completely removed, thus affecting the668

result of the joint diagonalization procedure.669

The analysis pipeline was applied to real MEG data recorded during eyes-open resting670

state. Our method was able to identify two pairs of brain sources exhibiting a cross-frequency671

phase synchronization between mu and beta rhythms, and localizing in the proximity of the672

left and right central sulci. This result is consistent with the findings of previous studies.673

Indeed, mu and beta rhythms have been repeatedly associated with the activity of the674

sensorimotor cortex [72–74], and a functional relationship between these rhythms has also675

been strongly suggested [75]. Interestingly, mu and beta rhythms have been reported to676

originate in different areas of the sensorimotor cortex, i.e. the former in the post-Rolandic677

somatosensory area, and the latter in the pre-Rolandic motor area [74, 76]. In this regard,678

it is important to note that our findings do not give specific information on the spatial679

segregation of these two rhythms. The issue of differentiating the spatial origin of mu and680

beta rhythms will be not addressed here, as a detailed physiological analysis of the observed681

phenomenon is beyond the scope of this paper. The possibility of separating the interacting682

sources on the basis of different criterion, e.g. disjoint supports in the frequency domain,683

will be addressed in future works.684

V. CONCLUSIONS685

In this paper, we presented a method, namely biPISA, which allows to identify the686

subsystems of larger system of interacting brain sources from the analysis of multichannel687

data, when the channel recordings are a linear, instantaneous and unknown superposition688

of sources activities, such as in EEG and MEG. In a broader perspective, the proposed689

method has potential applications in other areas for the analysis of multivariate data from690

complex systems, when only superimposed signals are available. In particular, superposition691
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effects are dominant where only surface measurements are accessible, while the interesting692

dynamical processes, i.e. the sources, are hidden underneath, e.g., in acoustic, seismology,693

geophysics, astronomic or medical imaging.694

The proposed approach is sensitive to nonlinear (i.e. cross-frequency) interactions be-695

tween sources, which involve the synchronization between the phases of source oscillations696

at different frequencies. More specifically, the method relies on the estimation of the an-697

tisymmetric components of third-order statistical moments, i.e. cross-bispectra, between698

signals, with subsequent joint diagonalization of matrices constructed from these quantities.699

We emphasize that biPISA allows to reliably extract meaningful cross-frequency interaction700

while ignoring all spurious effects since, as opposed to conventional bispectral measures, the701

antisymmetric components of cross-bispectra cannot be generated from a superposition of702

non-interacting brain sources or other nonlinearities in the data, e.g. noise, but solely reflect703

the existence of genuine interactions. This method represents an extension to the analysis of704

cross-frequency brain interaction of a previous method, namely PISA (Pairwise Interacting705

Source Analysis) [37], which was originally developed to investigate linear (i.e., frequency706

specific) brain interactions, i.e. involving phase coupling between oscillations at the same707

frequency, by decomposing the imaginary part of cross-spectral matrices.708

Simulated and real data analysis performed in this work revealed interesting features of709

brain interaction dynamic that may be captured by using the proposed approach. Taken710

altogether, our results demonstrate that biPISA can efficiently and effectively characterize711

cross-frequency couplings in brain networks by using noninvasive EEG or MEG measure-712

ments.713

In conclusion, we believe that the proposed method might provide a new tool for gaining714

more insight into brain interaction dynamic and investigating the role of phase synchroniza-715

tion in the mechanisms of neuronal communications.716

Appendix A:717

Third order statistical moments in frequency domain can be written in the most general718

form as719

g(f1, f2, f3) = 〈x(f1)y(f2)z
∗(f3)〉 (A1)
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with x, y and z being the Fourier transforms of three signals in the time domain (here and720

in the following, lower case letters, e.g. x, will be used to denote signals in the frequency721

domain, while the corresponding signals in the time domain will be denoted in the same722

way with primed symbols, e.g. x′ ). The third signal, z(f), was complex conjugated for723

convenience as becomes apparent below. With z∗(f) = z(−f) this corresponds to the724

preferred definition of the sign of the frequency.725

For simplicity, we assume an odd number of time points and express the Fourier trans-726

formed signals by the original time series as727

x(f1) =
N∑

t1=−N

x′(t) exp

(
−2πif1t1

2N + 1

)
(A2)

and analogously for y and z. Inserting this into (A1) we get728

g(f1, f2, f3) =
∑
t1,t2,t3

[
〈x′(t1)y′(t2)z′(t3)〉

· exp

(
−2πi (f1t1 + f2t2 − f3t3)

2N + 1

)]
(A3)

The crucial assumption is now that729

〈x′(t1)y′(t2)z′(t3)〉 = h′(t1 − t2, t1 − t3) (A4)

i.e., that this expectation value only depends on time differences and not on absolute time.730

This is the case for stationary processes, but, in order to actually observe dependence on731

absolute time, also for non-stationary processes the clock defining absolute time has to be732

known and the analysis must be done relative to this clock. This is possible in an event-733

related experimental design, but for spontaneous brain activity and also in a task-related734

experimental design such a clock is not given and one cannot observe dependence on absolute735

time even if the process is truly non-stationary with respect to some hidden process. Also736

note that the above expectation value refers to the hypothetical situation that the entire737

measurement can be repeated infinitely many times. In practice, this ensemble average738

is replaced by a time average over segments (with a much courser frequency resolution).739

Absolute time dependence can only be observed if the time relative to the beginning of each740

segment has a physical meaning like the time of a trigger.741
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We now switch time coordinates and define τ1 = t1, τ2 = t1 − t2, and τ3 = t1 − t3 leading742

to743

f1t1 + f2t2 − f3t3 = (f1 + f2 − f3)τ1

−f2τ2 + f3τ3 (A5)

Assuming that the time series is sufficiently long that we can ignore all edge-effects due to744

finite length of the data, we can rearrange the sums in (A3) to745

g(f1, f2, f3) =
∑

τ2,τ3
h′(τ2, τ3) exp

(
2πi(f2τ2−f3τ3)

2N+1

)
·
∑N

τ1=−N exp
(

2πiτ1(f3−f1−f2)
2N+1

)
(A6)

The important point now is that746

N∑
τ1=−N

exp

(
2πiτ1 (f3 − f1 − f2)

2N + 1

)
= (2N + 1)δ0,f3−f1−f2 (A7)

where δ denotes the Kronecker-delta function. Specifically, g(f1, f2, f3) can only be non-747

vanishing if f1 + f2 = f3, which is what we wanted to show.748

Appendix B:749

The aim of this appendix is to demonstrate that if we define bicoherence as the cross-750

bispectrum divided by the symmetric part of Shahbazi et al. [46] normalization factor,751

namely752

bijk(f1, f2) =
Bijk(f1, f2)

N(i|j|k)(f1, f2)
(B1)

with753

N(i|j|k)(f1, f2) = Nijk(f1, f2) +Nkji(f1, f2) (B2)

and Nijk(f1, f2) being defined in equation 9, then the antisymmetric component of bicoher-754

ence755

b[i|j|k](f1, f2) = bijk(f1, f2)− bkji(f1, f2) (B3)
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is a normalized version of the antisymmetric component of the cross-bispectrum, i.e.,756

b[i|j|k](f1, f2) =
B[i|j|k](f1, f2)

N(i|j|k)(f1, f2)
(B4)

and its absolute value is upper bounded by one, i.e.,757

∣∣b[i|j|k](f1, f2)∣∣ ≤ 1 (B5)

To simplify notations, we will omit the dependence on the frequency in the following.758

The proof of equation B4 is fairly immediate. By inserting equation B1 in B3, we get759

b[i|j|k] =
Bijk

N(i|j|k)
− Bkji

N(k|j|i)
(B6)

and, since N(i|j|k) = N(k|j|i) by construction, it follows that760

b[i|j|k] =
Bijk −Bkji

N(i|j|k)
=
B[i|j|k]

N(i|j|k)
(B7)

which is what we wanted to show.761

To demonstrate equation B5, we will exploit the fact that the normalization factors are762

positive and real-valued, and thus they can be pulled out from the absolute value, i.e.763

∣∣b[i|j|k]∣∣ =

∣∣B[i|j|k]
∣∣

N(i|j|k)
=
|Bijk −Bkji|
Nijk +Nkji

(B8)

It follows from the triangle inequality that764

|Bijk −Bkji| ≤ |Bijk|+ |Bkji| (B9)

In addition, since |Bijk| ≤ Nijk and |Bkji| ≤ Nkji, which follow from equation 11, we have765

∣∣b[i|j|k]∣∣ ≤ |Bijk|+ |Bkji|
Nijk +Nkji

≤ Nijk +Nkji

Nijk +Nkji

= 1 (B10)

which proves our assertion.766
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